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structures in fresh water ecosystems is
a challenge for any method to

determine the relative abundance of
bacterial species. In this study, the

quantitative impact of bacillic
bacteriophages on the natural bacterial
community of a freshwater ecosystem

was determined. The ratio of
endogenous versus exogenous

bacteriophages was estimated by
means of a coliphage lysis assay and

quantitative polymerase chain reaction.
Without previous knowledge about the

diversity of the natural bacterial
community, the quantitative dynamics

of the bacillic bacteriophages were
correlated to the emergence and

decline of defined bacterial groups. This
approach allows the determination of a

threshold value for the specific
competence of a phage to lyse bacteria
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of a specific bacterial strain type. The
observed phage decay rate in the

Austrian lake La Biodola was
comparable to the decay rate of

halophilic phages, but was significantly
higher than the decay rates of the

other phages tested. The most
remarkable characteristic of the phage
decay rate was that the decay rates of
the prophages were significantly lower

than the decay rates of the exo-
phages.Q: jQuery - href and onclick I'm

trying to create a situation where
clicking on a link should open a div with

a onclick event attached. If I run this
code normally, the onclick event works
as expected and opens the div when I

click. However, when I add the
following code to the href, it no longer
works. What could I be doing wrong?

Also, my sole objective is to click a link
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and open a div with a onclick. I've tried
to get my head around.one or.live but

can't seem to get it to work.
{{user.country.name}} A: Well, since

there is no # in your href, your element
will not be loaded
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